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The Hybrid
Mobile Voting
System
Remote Access to the Paper Ballot

BENEFITS
This is a new way to vote remotely and
Neuvote was designed explicitly to solve the
toughest challenges in online voting.

ABOUT
NEUVOTE
The tradition of voting is built with safeguards
in place to protect the secrecy, security and integrity of our democratic process. Neuvote believes that even
in online systems, those same traditions are still the safest
way to vote. The Hybrid Mobile Voting System combines the
tried and true security of supervised voter identification and
the paper ballot with the convenience of a mobile app’s remote accessibility.

Here are some of the key benefits of the Hybrid
Mobile System:

Unparalleled Security
No sensistive data-at-rest means the
vote is stored only on the paper ballot.

One Voter, One Vote
Supervised voter verification means
complete assurance of a voters
identity.

Complete Secrecy

OUR TEAM

Our encryption is fully anonymized
and end-to-end and the secrecy of the
ballot is completely maintaned.

• 100% Canadian owned and operated.
• 50+ Years experience in financial, security, enterprise and
election assistance technology.
• 24/7 Support service.

No More PIN’s / Mail

w w w.neuvote.com

The hybrid system uses visual
verification and confirmation which
eliminates the need for PIN codes or
postal mail outs.
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Online elections require the

highest level
of security.

“Merge your system with something that is analog,
physical, or human so that if the system is subverted
digitally it has a second barrier to go through.”
Richard Danzig
Former Secretary US Navy

How it works:
Voter Identification

We want to hear from you:

ID / Document scan is securely uploaded and sent to
agent for pre-verification.

Your job is hard, we want to make it easier. Your feed-

*Compatible with existing voter management tools.

highly appreciated.

back helps us build a system that works for you and is

Schedule a live demo or sign up
for our webinar:
Video Agent Verification
Allows for paramount voter identification and eligibility via end-to-end video communication channel.

To see is to believe. Schedule a live demo of the
Neuvote platform or join us for a live webinar to learn
more.

Get in Touch
Kitchener, ON

Remote Paper Ballot
Voters cast their vote via the app and then watch and
confirm their vote is cast-as-intended within the video
channel.
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